


rHomecoming

lnside the imposing medieval structure, Don

Francesco, the cathedral's minister, helps me

wade through dusty record books written

in Latin by the hands of his predecessors.

Two hours later; the 18th-century baptisms

book thuds in a cloud of dust. Don Francesco

points to my tattered map: "You need to go

- here. " Thank yous are exchanged and I am

on my way.

Wild berry bushes cloaking the 16th-

century stone villa in the pre-Roman town of

Penne, the birthplace of my father, mean I

almost drive straight past. The villa is at once

majestic and imposing. The wooden door

creaks as I open it and I am met with an unexpected scene:

I have stumbled on a group of British tourists who, together

with some Germans, are slowly discovering the delights of

regional Abruzzo. Flour is afloat about the room and stains

the aprons of the would-be cooks, who are attempting to

find their culinary genius in the land of olive oil and pasta.

Laughter rings through the air, thick with the smells of the

traditional dishes being concocted - sweet ravioli with ragu,

roasted Abruzzese lamb, chocolate tarts to be washed down

with a creamy saffron drink,

The Abruzzese women communicate with the English

speakers through a mixture of emphatic gestures and flashes

of pearly whites. Language barriers

may create a distance, but the

solidarity of a common goal has

bridged any fundamental gap between

the two cultures.

ln mcnrnnm's fmotntePn
The following week, I head for Santo

Stefano di Sessanio, a pre-medieval

village perched on rocky cliffs deep

in the Gran Sasso National Park.

Years ago, my nonno (grandfather)

journeyed to the town on foot,

and I park the beaten-uP old Fiat

1Okm away and follow his example. The gentle planes are

juxtaposed by the harsh peaks of the Gran Sasso and the

road is strewn with olive groves. Not far, a group of women

gather the corners of an olive net scattered with the fruits

of their trees. I sit, diary and pen in hand, observing them

- but lam quickly distracted by the scene before me. ln

the distance, the striking medieval castle of Rocca Calascio

commands the valley.

I wonder if my great-grandfather's great-grandfather,

whose records I now search, gazed across this very valley to

the magnificent castle above. Would he also have marvelled

at its presence? Or was the castle a symbol of oppression to
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